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Abstract:

A formal theory is given concerning
situation», causality and the possibility
and effects of actions is given. The
theory la Intended to be used by the
Advice Taker, a computer program that Ik
to decide what to do by reasoning. Sons
simple examples are given of descriptions
of situations and deduction« that certain
goals can be achieved.
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l.

IHTRODUCTION

Although formalized theories have been devised to express the most
Important fields of mathematics and some progress has been made in formalising
certain empirical sciences, there is at present no formal theory in which one
can express the kind of means-ends analysis used in ordinary life. The closest _
approach to such a theory of which I am aware is made by Freudenthal in Llncos (_l"L
Our approach to the artificial intelligence problem requires a formal
theory. Namely, we believe that human intelligence depends essentially on the
fact that we cen represent in language facts about our iltuation, our goals, and
the effects of the various actions we can perform. Moreover, we can draw
conclusions from the facts to the effect that certain sequences of actions are
likely to achieve our goals.
In Programs with Common Sense C2J> * discussed the advantages of having
a computer program, to be called the Advice Taker that would reason from
collections of facts about its problem and derive statements about: what it could
do. The name Advice Taker came from the hope that its behavior could be improved
by giving it advice in the form of new facts rather than by rewriting the program.
The reader is referred to that paper for further information about the Advice
Taker and to Minsky's paper Steps Towards Artificial Intelligence f*3l for a general
introduction to the subject.
The first requirement for the Advice Taker is a formal system in which
facta about situations, goals and actions can be expressed and containing the
general facts about means and ends as axioms. A start la made in this paper on
providing a system meeting the following specifications
#1.

General properties of causality and certain obvious but until
now unformallzed facts about the possibility and results of
actions are given ae axioms.

#2,

It is a logical' consequence of the facts of a situation and the
general axioms that certain persons can achieve certain goals
by taking certain actions.

#3.

The formal descriptions of situations should correspond aa closely
es possible to what people may reasonably.be presumed to know «bout
them when deciding what to do.
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2.

SITUATIONS AMD FLUENTS

One of the basic entities in cur theory is the situation. Intuitively,
a situation is the complete state of affairs r.t some instant of time.
The laws of motion of a system determine from a situation all future
situations. Thus a situation corresponds to the notion in physics of a
point in phase space. In physics, laws are expressed in the form of
differential equations which give the complete motion of tie point in
phase space.
Our system is not intended for the complete descript on of
situations nor for the description of complete laws of mo .ion. Instead,
we deal with partial descriptions of situations and partia". laws of
motion. Moreover, the emphasis is on the simple qualitative laws of
everyday life rather than on the quantitative laws of physics. As an
example, take the fact that if it is raining and I go outside I will get
Since a situation is a complete state of affairs we can never describe
a situation completely, and therefore we provide no notation for doing so
in our theory. Instead, we state facts aoout situations in the language
of an extended predicate calculus. Examples of such factt are:
1. raining (s)
2.

meaning that i; is raining in situation s
time (s) - 1963.7205
.giving the value of the time in situation s. It will usually
prove convenient to regard the time as a function of the
situation rather than vice versa. The reason for this is
that tne numerical value of the time is known and important
only where the laws of physics are being used.

3.

at(l,home,s) or at(l,home)(s)
meaning that I am at home in situation s. We nrefer and
will use the second of th«. given notations that isolates
the situation variable since in most, if not all cases we
will be aule to supjress it completely.

We sna.i not describe in this memorandum the logical system we
intend to use. Basically, it is a predicate calculus, but we shall use
tne -notation and if necessary conditional expressions as in LISP or
ALGOI
We snail extend the meaning of the Boolean operators to operate on
predicates. Thus by
at(1,home) /\ raining
we mean the same as
\.s . at; I,hrn".')(s) A. raining (a)
A predicate or function whose argument is a situation will be called
a fluent, the fOxr°r being called a propositional fluent. Thus, raining,
time, and at(l,home) are all fluents, the first and last being propositional
fluents.

The Urn «u ueed by Vewtoa for e phyoleel aueatlty that dependa on CiM, «ad
according to ay Halted uaderateadiag of «hot 1M nut, tha praeeat us« of th«
to» to juatif lad,
la our foraulao «o «ill usually aaaage to uoo too
explicitly vrltlat variablae repreeeatlng situation«, Thia
uoo of rondos variable« la probability theory without uolag
point* in tha aaapla apaea avoa though randoa variablae oro
ragardad aa function« doflaod on a aaapla apaea.

fltieata without
correspond« to the
variable« roproooatlag
supposed to bo

Za fact wa ahall go furthar and glvanaa interpretation of our theory oo
a aort of aodal logic in which tha fluenta are not regarded aa functions at el*.
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3.

CAUSALITY

In order to express causal laws we introduce the second order predicate
cause. The statement
cause(Tr)(s)
where 7T» is a propositional fluent is intended to mean- that the situation s will
lead in the future to a situation that satisfies tjte fluent If , Thus, causa(7^)
is itself a propositional fluent. As an example of its use we write
Vs. Vp. fperson(p) A raining A outs Ida (p) O cause (we t (p) )7 (a)
which esserts that a person who is outside when it is raining will get wet. Va shall
make the convention that if 'fr Is a fluent then
VT
means the seme as
Ve.T^s).
With this convention we can write the previous statement as
Wprperson(p)/v. rainingAoutside(p) O ceuse(wet(p),
which suppresses explicit mention of situations. As a «econd example we give e
speclel cese of the law of falling bodies in the formt
Wt.Vb. Vt'.Vh^eaKOAreaUt^ArealOO-Xbody (b)
A unsupportedCbVJheightCb) - hjAftgt2-f h JA
Ttima - tj3cause(helght(b) ■ h-%gtaA time*t'"t)
The concept of causality Is Intended to satisfy the two following
generel laws, which may be teken as axioms:Cl.

V. causeCr)A £v.7r ^/^Dceuse^)

C2.

V cause (cause (ur )>3 cause (<&»)

C3.

V.ceuse('ff>j)ycsuse('*>2)^ cause (Ti vKl)

The fact that we cen suppress explicit mention of actuations has the
following interesting consequence. Insteed of regarding the If'a «a predicates
we mey regard them as proppsltlons and regerd causa ae a new modal operator. The
operator V seems then to be equivalent to the N (necessary) operator of ordinary
modal logic.
Conversely, it would appear that modal logic of necessity might be
regarded as a monadic predicate calculus where ill quantifiers are over situations.
In the present case of causality, we seem to have our choice of how to
proceed. Regerding the system ee a modal logic seems to haw« the following two
advantages.
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1. If we us« eh« predicate calculus interpretation we require second
order predlceta calculus la ocas«- to haadlc cause (<e*Ms>, while If we toko the
■»aal Interpretation «a can gat by with first order predicate calculus,
2. Ha shall want decision procedures or at laaat froof procedures for as
such of our systs* as possible. If we use the nodal approach many problan» «1U
Involve only substitution of constants for variables In univevsal statements and
«111 therefore fall Into a fairly readily decldeble domain«
Another example of causality Is given by a 2-bit binary counter that
counts every second. In our formalism Its behavior nay be described by the
statenantt
Wt VXQVX|/ tine - tAbltOD - x0Abltl - x£> cause (
tla* - t+l\(blt 0 - x0 0 l)A(bit I • xt t <x0AO»
In this exaaple time, bitOP and bit 11 are fluents while t, XQ end xi ere
mansrlcal variables. The distinction is made clearer If «a Use the «ore longwinded statement
VsVtVx0Vxi.tlae(s)

-

tA bit 0(a)

-

Xt,Abitl(s)

-

x\*?

causers". time<s'> - t+lA (bitO(a') «xo«l) A(bitl(s') - xxt(xoAl)»(s)
In this case however we cen rewrite the statement in the form
Vs.causeCAs'.^tineCs') - tlme(s)+l]A[bltO(s')« bltO(s)teJK
(bitl(s')

-

bitl(s) t (bit 0(a)M)]) (s)

Thus we see that the suppression of explicit mention of the situations forced us
to Introduce the auxiliary quantities t, XQ and x\ which are required because
wa can no loaget use functions of two different situations in the sane formula*
nevertheless, the s-supprssssd form may still be worthwhile since it admits the
medal interpretation.
The tine as a fluent satisfies certain axioms. The fact that there la
only one situation corresponding to a given value of the time nay be expressed by
the axiom
Tl.WffVfVt. csuss(time » tA*)A c«use(tim - tAf>)~?
cause (time - tA*>*^
another axiom la
T2.

Wt.real(t)A t 7 time >-*«-«•(ti*a » t>
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ACTIONS AND THE OFT-A^n can

We shall regard the fact that a person performs a certain action in a
situation as a propositional fluent. Thus
moves (person, object, location) (a)
is regarded as asserting that person moves object to location Ja the situation s.
The effect of moving something is describee by
Wp Vo VI. moves (p,o,l) r> cause (at(o,l))
or in the long form
Vs Vp Vo VI.moves (p,o,l)(s) z> cause (As1.at (o,l)(a'))(«)
In order to discuss the ability of persons to achieve goals and
to perform actions we introduce the operator can.
can(p,n) (s)
asserts that th- person p can make the situation s satisfy. We see that
can (p,n) is a propositional fluent and that like cause, can may be regarded
either as a second order predicate or a modal operator. Our most common use of
can will be to assert that a person can perform a certain action. Thus we write
can(p, moves (p,o,l)) (s)
to assert that in situation s, the oerson y tan move the object o to location 1.
The operator can satisfies the axioms
Kl.

Wn Vp Vp. [can (p,n).'\(n 3 p) 3 c:n(p, p)

K2.

Wn Vpx Vpg. [ -v canCp^ n)Acan(p, ,.-.«)j

KJ.

Wp VnVp

[can(p,jt) ./can (p, p) o can(p,jt »' p)]

Usin? Kl and
can(p, moves (p, o, 1))
■'and

Wp

Vo VI. moves (p, o, l) z> «.ause (at(0|l))

we can deduce
can (p, cau.se (at (o,l;)}
which shows that the operators can and cause often show up in the same formula.
The ability of people to perform .joint actions can be expressed by
formulas like
can(p}, can (p2> marry (p^Pg)))
which suggests the commutative axiom

Kk.

W px

Vpg

Vn. can(p1, can(p2,n)) D can (pg, canfp^n))
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A kind of transitivity 1« expressed by the following! <
Theorem -

Prom

1)

can(p, cause(*)>

2)

V. ^ 3cw(p, ewn(|0))

It follow, Chat
3)

c«n(p , c«ure(c«tt(p„ ceuss(p))))

Proof - Substitute can(p, cause(^)) for f in axloa Cl «ad substitute
cause {.?) formend cause(can(p, ceuse(^))) for fin axiom Kl«, The
conclusion than follows by propositions* calculus*
Ic order to discuss the achievement of goala requiring several consecutive
actions we introduce canult(p.^) whtth la Intended to «won that the peraon p can
ultimately bring about a situation satisfying 1f*, Va ecanect it with can and eg
by swans of the axiom
KCl,

V. Vp Vfl». 7fV cen(p,ceuce(canult(p,^)^<:>saauie(p,7p)

This axiom partially corresponds to the LISP-type recursive definition
canult(p,7^)

-

7J* V can(p, cause(canult(p,^)>)

He also went the axiom
KC2.

WpV/fr. ceuse(cenult(p,<px))^cenult(pt^}
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5.

EXAMPLES
I: The Monkey cen get the Bananas

The first example we shall consider is • situation in «hieb a monkey
is in a room where a bunch of bananas it hanging from the celling too high to
reach* In the corner of the room is a box, and the solution to the monkey's
problem is to move the box under the bananas end climb onto th« box from «bleb
the bananas can be reeched.
We went to describe the situation in such e «ay thee It follows from
our axioms and the description that the monkey cen get the bananas, Zn this
memorandum we shall not discuss the heuristic problem of hew monkeys do or «won
might solve the problem. Specifically, we shall prove that
canult(monkey, has(monkey, bananas))
The situation is described In e very oversimplified way fcy the following «even
statementsi«
Ml,

W«. piece(u)£cen(monkey,pove(monkey, box.u))

H2,

Wu Vv Vp move (p,v,u)*?ceusc(at(v,u))

H3.

V can (monkey, climbs (turnkey, box))

H4.

V VuVvVp. ct(v,u)Acllmbs(p,v)pesusc(at(v,u)Aon(»,v))

H3.

V place (under (banenaO)

H6,

V at (box, under (bananas)) \ on (monkey, box)pcan(monhay ,rareii(nonkey .baatnej»

M7,

V Vp Vx. reach(p,x)P cause(hes(p»x))

The reesonlng proceeds es follnvst From 1 snd 5 by substltutim of tsjsfar(bananna)
for u end PC (proposltlonel c*>. ^ulus) we get
1)

cen(monkey, move(box, under(bananas)))

Using 1) end H2 end exlom Cl, we get
2)

cen(monkey, cauee(at(box, under(bananas))))

Similarly H3 and H4 and Cl give
3)

at(bos) under(bananas))Deen(monkey,eeuss( st(box,una^r(easMna<))^on(Bttoltaytion))>

Then R6 end H7 give
a)

at(box,under(beneiuie))/Von(mflalMy,box)t>«a>)(monkey,«awM (kee(monk«y,besaeee)))

NOW, Theorem 1 is used to combine A 3) end 4) to gat
5)

c*o(aonk«y caui«(c*niiu;a#y.'iU».(c«a(i*nk*y,oaaM0^(moa*e»#b4(MifUs))))))
using KM, we reduce tble to
oanuit(m»nkay( ha«(* ..!u»y, bananas),*
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2.

AN ENDGAME

A simple situation In a two person game can arlaa whar| player pt hat
two moves, but whichever he"chooses player p2 has a move that will beat htm. Thlf
situation may be described as follows:1)

can(pi ,mi) Acan^ ,m2>A (n V ■$)

2)

[.Bl -> cauae< Jl»i)^] A [mi Z> cauaa(1T2)J

3)

V.tf j V Tf2 ^>(can(p2, ni)Ac«n(p2,n2)A(«x V«1>J

4)

V.(TlAn!)K (^2An2)Dcauaa(wüi(P2)5

Ha would like to be able to draw the conclusion
3)

canult(p2,wln(p2))

He proceed aa follows:
4)

From 1) and 2) we get

causeOPi) y/ causeCfl^)

and we use axiom C3 to get
3>

cauae(^j vT2)

Next wa weaken 3) to get

6)

V.fPjOcan(p2i nj) and

7)

V.*2 ^can<P2« «2>

«ad than we uaa Kl to.get
d)

?, ^ ^> can(p2, ft iAi»i) and

9*

V. #2 J5can(p2, If 2 A.n2)
The proposltlonal calculus gives

10)

V.^i V 7T2 "> can(p2, Tt\ A«l>

*«n(P2» *^2 ^"l)

and using K3 we get
11)

V.tyj

v

^ 3can(p2, (ttj

A ni)

v (1P2 A »I»

which together with 4) and Kl gives
12)

V. Tfy vTfy ^e«n(pj, cause(win(p2)))

which together with 3) ana Cl gives
13)

cause(cen(p2, cause(wln(p2)))
Using the axioms for canult we now get

14)

canult(p2, win(p2)).

6.

NOTE

After finishing the hulk of this memorandum I cams «cross The Syntax,
of Time bistincUons 4 by A.N.Prior. Prior defines modal operators P and F «her*
P(tfO

means

' it has been the case thatT' «nd,

F(^)

means

'it will be the case that7?"

He subjects these operators to a number of axioms and rules of Inference
In close analogy to the well-knownTs] modal logic of possibility. Be also interpret«
this logic in s restricted predicate calculus where the variables range over times*
He then extends his logic to include a somewhat undetermined future and claims
(unconvinclngly) that this logic cannot be interpreted In predicate calculus*
I have not yet made a detailed comparison of our logic with Prior's, but
here are some tentative conclusions.
1.

The causality logic should be extended to allow inference about the past*

2.

Causality logic should be extended to allow inference that certain
prepositional fluents will always hold.

3. cause(^) satisfies the axioms for his F(1f) which means that his futurity
theory possesses, from his point of view, non-standard models. Namely, a collection
of functions Pi(t),p2<t) may satisfy his futurity axioms and assign truth to
p(l)A'v'(Fp)(o). In our system this is okay because something can happen without
being caused to happen,
4. If we combine his past and futurity axioms, our system will no longer fit
his axioms end
PF1.

p 3 ^FC^PCp))

PF2.

pO~/P(~F(p»

elnce we do not wish to say that whatever is, wes always inevitable.
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